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ALL - INDIA TRADE UNION 0 N G R E S S

5-E Jhandewalan, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi

MOST URGENT
28 October 1963 

CIRCULAR TO ALL UNIONS

Sub: ALL-INDIA CONFERENCE ON D.A., REVISION OF 
INDEX AND MINIMUM GUARANTEED BONUS

(Bombay, December 6-8, 1963)

Dear Comrades,

Experience of the last few months has shown that while 
prices are soaring at a feverish pace, the blackmarket flourishing 
in essential commodities like rice and sugar in many centres, 
all official declarations about Government’s intention to "hold 
the price line" have become nothing more than empty talk.

It is now officially admitted that wholesale price index 
has risen by nearly five per cent in the course of one year 
since last September. Normally the consumer price index should 
be much higher than the wholesale price index but the manipula
tions in the index figures by the official agencies have 
depressed the index to much lower levels. When independent 
surveys have established that there is a rise of 15 to 40 $er 
cent in the costs of living, the consumer price index in 
September 1963 is only 2 points more than the October 1962 
pre-Emergency figure of 134.

Therefore, while the steep rise in prices is corroding 
deeply into the real earnings of the workers, by depressing the 
cost of living index artificially, the Government and employers 
are simultaneously defrauding the workers of crores of rupees 
of D.A. which they are entitled to get.

In Bombay textiles alone, the disparity between a properly- 
computed index and the figures issued by Government as consumer 
price index, has been estimated to vary between 50 to 100 points 
(on the 1934 base). By this technique of deflating the index 
alone, the millowners in Bombay would save a sum of Rs.5 to 6 
crores a year, which should have been otherwise paid as increase 
in D.A. If a calculation is made about the gains accruing to 
employers because of the manipulated index in all industries 
and centres where there is some sliding scale arrangements for 
payment of D.A., they would amount to several crores of rupees.

Apart from capital gains flowing directly from inflationary 
conditions, the higher profits resulting from higher prices 
obtained for their goods, the super-profits of the monopoly 
bourgeoisie are further enriched by outright denial of the 
workers’ D.A., by artificially manipulating the consumer price 
indices.

The official manipulations of the index, now clearly 
established in Bombay, have become an international scandal. 
Government moved to rectify the "faults" only after the Bombay 
workers moved for the Bombay Bandh general strike. Since then 
an Expert Committee has been appointed in Ahmedabad too. 
The Bombay Committee was to report within two months, . ■ . 
i.e., by 22 October, but it has not done so. The delay in the 
work of the Experts Committee is causing great discontent among 
the workers.

. All trade union



page two
All trade union centres are now agreed that D.A. should be 

linked with consumer price index numbers in all industries and 
services where such variable D.A. payments do not exist. This 
should become one of the main points of agitation in the present 
context.

The tripartite decision taken in the meeting on 5 August 
about opening fair price shops by employers in all factories 
and undertakings employing over 300 workers has not been 
implemented in most cases. While employers have been refusing 
to implement this decision, the Government has also not been 
forthcoming with facilities to supply foodgrains and other 
essential commodities to the fair price shops. There is therefore 
no likelihood of prices being held to any reasonable extent by 
the mechanism of fair price shops.

Expectations of the workers are high on bonus, as that 
would bring at least limited relief in these days of high prices. 
The Bonus Commission may or may not submit a unanimous report 
and it is to be expected that as in the previous cases, it 
would require workers’ action even to get the recommendations 
enforced, if the report is unanimous.

The attitude of the public sector managements on all 
these questions has been particularly retrograde. In no public 
sector undertaking is the D.A. linked with the consumer price 
indices and fixation of D.A. rates is itself most arbitrary. 
There is no uniform practice even where bonus is paid. A majority 
of the workers do not get any bonus at all.

It is therefore necessary that all-India slogans and all-India 
actions have to be evolved by the trade unions, to reach a settle
ment on these basic issues.

The AITUC has decided to convene an all-India Conference to 
discuss these questions. It is proposed to convene this 
conference in Wil BAY from DECEMBER 6 to 8, 1963.

Every trade union is requested to send at least one delegate 
to the Conference. The bigger unions should send, not more than 
three delegates each.

The Action Committee of the AITUC unions in Bombay which 
led the Bombay Bandh strike of 20 A- gust, will act as. the 
Reception Committee of the Conference.

The unions should inform whether they are sending delegates 
together with their names to:

Com. S.G.Patkar, 
Secretary, 
Action Committee of Trade Unions, 
Dalvi B; tiding, Parel, BOMBAY 12

Further details of the conference will be sent in a 
subsequent circular.

With greetings,
Yours fraternally,

Copy to: All Members of ^'1- X
General Council of AITUC
All STUCs rGeneral S.cretary 

for information and necessary ,action



5-E Jhandewalan, Rani Jhansi Road, New Delhi

*
29 October 1963

PRESS COMMUNIQUE

In a circular to affiliated unions, Shri,S.A.Dange, General 
Secretary, AITUC, has directed the unions to send delegates to 
a conference convened by the AITUC in Bombay on 6-8 December 1963 
to formulate all-India slogans and plans of action on demands 
relating to D.A., revision of the cost of living index and 
bonus. i i-

Copy of the circular is attached.

II

On,"Meeting of "Sponsoring Countries" for Afro-Asian 
T.U. Conference in Jakarta

The Secretariat Of the All-India Trade Union Congress has 
issued the following statement:

The AITUC has received by sea mail a statement dated 26 Sep
tember 1963 issued by the Joint Secretariat Of Indonesian Trade 
Union Federations. In this statement, there is a mention of 
a "Meeting of Sponsoring Countries" to be held from 27 October 
to 2 November 1963 in Jakarta.

The AITUC has also received a message soliciting the 
presence of our delegates at the proposed meeting of the 
"sponsoring countries".

The statement of 26 September issued by the. Indonesian 
TU centres mainly attacks the initiative taken by the Afro-Asian 
People's Solidarity Organisation to convene an Afro-Asian 
TU conference under its auspices.

In this connection, the AITUC Secretariat would like to 
state that there is no justification for the present hurried 
steps being taken by the Indonesian trade union centres in 
convening what they call a meeting of the "sponsoring countries". 
If a genuinely united move is what the Indonesian centres 
propose, then this would not possibly-fit in with their anxiety 
to arrogate to themselves to choose as to ,who should be or 
who should not be the "sponsoring" countries. An Afro-Asian 
Trade Union Conference, if it is to be prepared as a conference 
of unity, should be prepared for by all the. trade union bodies 
in the region and, if a preparatory committee is to be set up, 
such a committee should include representatives of all trade 
union centres in the two continents- who would be willing to 
participate.

In the present case, the Indonesian trade union centres 
have not only set up a Preparatory Committee, choosing at random 
or at their convenience a group of TU centres or countries 
who should act as "sponsors" but they have also gone ahead 
to draft a "political .platform" of the proposed Afro-Asian 
conference. This document called "Proposed General Outline



and Basic Themes of the Asian-African Workers’ Conference" has been 
drawn up solely by the Indonesian TU centres (possibly consult
ing only some of their closest friends in a leading Asian 
country) and they did not bother to elicit, the opinion of 
even the few"sponsoring countries" before drafting-* such a 
document.

In view of the highly one-sided and objectionable manner 
in which the Indonesian trade union centres (among whom is the 
SOBSI, an affiliate of the WFTU) are preparing for convening 
the Afro-Asian TU Conference, to which the AITUC and others 
objected, the World Federation of Trade Unions had called 
a meeting of affiliated national centres in these.two regions 
for a consultative meeting last July. It was decided at this 
meeting that the points made in the discussions during the 
consultative meeting would be referred to the Executive Committee 
of the WFTU and that the .affiliated national .centres in Asia 
and Africa would abide by the advice given by the Executive 
Committee.

The WFTU Executive Committee has not yet met since and 
recommended a course of action for the affiliates in connection 
with the conference. Therefore, the present steps taken by ,
the Indonesian TU centres, including the WFTU affiliate, SOBSI, 
are clearly against the spirit of the decisions reached in 
the consultative'meeting held last July. .

In the course of discussions, some members of the Indonesian 
trade union centres had with AITUC representatives in Delhi, 
it was communicated to us that the trade unions of the Soviet 
Union would be invited to participate as.-a sponsoring country. 
It is learnt that the Indonesian centres sent invitations' 
only to the trade unions of the Asian republics of the Soviet 
Union, ignoring the central body of trade unions in the USSR 
- the All Union Central Council of Trade Unions (AUCCTU). 
The Soviet republican trade union centres .have informed the 
Indonesian centres that they strongly disapprove of this action, 
which is wholly disruptive in nature. No delegation from the 
Soviet Union would therefore be participating in the Jakarta 
meeting.

The General Council of the AITUC at its last meeting in 
April this year had made it clear that our organisation would 
join the move for holding an Afro-Asian TU Conference only 
if: (1) The conference is held under thq guidance of the WFTU, 
instead of being sponsored by any group of countries as 
proposed at present’, and (2) the Soviet trade unions should 
not be excluded from participation in lt^

Since the Indonesian trade union centres.have now decided 
to proceed with the preparations without-waiting for the 
advice of the WFTU and the participation of the Soviet trade 
unions, the AITUC Secretariat obviously could not send a delega
tion to the proposed meeting in. Jakarta, Moreover, the present 
move of the Indonesian centres is not conducive to Afro-Asian 
solidarity at any level, much less on TU’level. Especially 
when the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity .Organisation (AAPSO) 
has decided to take steps to convene a wider conference of 
trade unions of the two continents, the AITUC Secretariat feels 
that the Indonesian trade union centres .should postpone 
their proposed conference and join hands with the WFTU and the 
Afro-Asian centre to prepare for a united conference, accepted 
to all. If the Indonesian centres do not act in such a manner, 
they would only be harming Afro-Asian solidarity.

X Satish zLoomba)
Secretary, AITUC •



Copy oT trie letter No . CA 3/16/464 dated January, 1963 
from the Secretary, D.C.lh Union,addressed tp the 
Statlrtlca.l Officer, Delhi Administration, 
Bureau of Economics <5-. Statistics, 13, Allpur Road, 
Exchange Building, Delhi.

For Per so nal  Attention of Mr^ D,K. Gupta 

’forking Class Consumers' 
P HlCP Numbe rs

We are in receipt of your letter No.F.55(1) 
BES/62/342 dated the 9th January, 1963 and thank you 
for the same.

In the first paragraph of your letter under 
reference, you have mentioned that the reason for 
variation in Consumers' price Indext numbers 
(Base 1944-100) for the month of October, 1962, as 
supplied vlde your letters of even No. dated 16.11.1962 

/ ' 20.12.1962 1g that the two Index numbers were
. ulated on fwo^being estimated from base 1960-100-

JSucessor of old series based on 1944 on 1944-100, 
i

From the above fact it is clear that the 
index number as given by you in your memorandum No. 
SS(I)BES/150/7-59 dated 20.12.1962 for the month of 
Novo.mbor is not actual but estimated from base 1960-100. 
As already explained to you, even a minor change in 
the indext number based on 1944-100 affects our 
Dearness Allowance (paid to about 20,000 employees of 
Delhi Cloth Mills and Swatantra Bharat bills, Delhi), 
we would therefore, request you to kindly let us 
know the actual Index number for the month of November 
and in future also it should be an actual figure and 
not an estimation.

Ue hope you will realise the Importance of this 
point and won't mind taking extra labour In calculating 
the .actual index number based on 1944-100 in the 
interest of about 20,000 employees of Delhi Cloth 
Mills 6 Swatantra Bharat Mills.

*********



Copy of the letter No.CA 3/16/456, dated January, 
1963 addressed to the Statistical Officer, Delhi 
Administration, Delhi from the Secretary, D.C.M.
Union. **********

We are In receipt of your memorandum 
No.SS(I)BES/15017-59 dated 20th December, 1962 and 
than1.; you for the same.

On ^olng through It we find that the 
Index Nop. ^iven for the month of October differ 
from Index Mos. given for the month of October, 
in your Memorandum No.SS(I) BES/13321 dated 16-11-1962.

As already Informed to you vide our letter 
No.CA-3/16/446 dated 10/12.12.1962, Our Dearness 
Allowance is calculated according to the index No. 
based on 1944-100 is changed slightly it affects 
our dearness allo wane e.

In your Memorandum No.SS(I) BES/13321 dated 
16.11.1962 the index No. for October on the 
basis of 1944-100 is 173.36 while this index number Is 
given as 171 in your memorandum dated 20.12.62 
referred to above. We think you have given 
approximate index number in the latter
memorandum. We would, therefore, request you to 
please note to give the exact index XKXKXXKM number 
based on 1944-lOOr

Also please let us know the exact index 
number based on 1944-100 for the month of November, 
1962 at your earliest so that we could calculate 
correct dearness allowance.

♦ * *> * *> ♦ *.**



Copy or the letter No .F55(l )BES/62/343 dated 9th 
January ,196'5 from Statistical Of fleer(Shri.D.K.Gupta), 
Delhi Administration, Delhi addressed to the 
Secretary, D.C.M. Clerks’ Association. Nev7 Delhi.* * * * *

Subject:- WORKING CLASS CONSUMERS' PRICE 
INDEX NUMBERS.

I have tha honour to invite a reference to 

your letter No.C.A,3/16/456, dated 2.1.1963 on the 

above subject and to say that the reason for the 

variation in consumers' Price Index Numbers 

(Ba.se 1944-100) for the month of October, 1962 as 

supplied vide this office letters of even No. dated 

16.11.1962 and 20.12.1962 Is that the tv;o Index 

numbers ^ere calculated on two different baslp. 

^he former one belna- actual and the latter belny 

estimated from base 1960-100 - gucessor of old series 

based on 1944-100.

The consumers' price index numbers based on 

1944-100 for the month of November, 1962 has already 

been supplied to you vide this office letter of

even No d-ted 20.12.1962.



Copy of the letter No.1Q/3/63-NCPI, dated 2.3.1963 
from Shri. A. Basu signed for Director, Labour Bureau, 
Simla-4 (Govt, of India XKXK Ministry of Labour I 
Employment ) addressed to the Secretary, D.C.M. Clerks’ 
Association (Regd), Karol Baghiji New Delhi-5.

Subject:- Working Class Consumers' Price Index Numbers 
for Delhi Centre.

-:: o:: -

’‘.'ith reference to your letter No.GA/3/16/474, 
dated the 12/14th February, 1963, I am to say that any 
series of consumer price index numbers becomes technically 
imperfect after a period of years with changes in 
consumption pattern, etc., and has to be replaced by a 
new series of index numbers based on up-to-date consumption 
pattern. This is an internationally accepted practice 
which has to be followed in this country also. Accordingly 
a new series of index numbers for the Delhi Centre on 
base 1950 has been started and it will be technically 
incorrect- to continue the old series. In view of the 
fact that many of the ushers will continue to require 
index numbers on the base of the old series at least 
for some tl >e, an arrangement has been made to publish 
estimated index numbers on the old base also. The method 
for such estimation has been approved by a Technical 
Advisory Committee of the Government of India. The arrange 
ment for publication of estimated figures on the old 
base ^fter the discontinuance of the old series has been 
fully approved by the Standing Labour Committee in which 
the interests of employers and employees also are KKffXKMKiX 
represented . Even in countries like U.S.A.,U.K., etc 
it is the usual practice to give estimated index numbers 
on old KKKXK base for the benefit of iXXMKKX users when 
a new series replaces the old. You will, no dobbt, 
therefore, appreciate that to avo'ld confusion and 
technical inaccuracies it will not be proper to continue 
the old series of index numbers on base 1944-100 and 
the estimated index numbers on this base, as are belny 
published at present, will have to be used, as agreed to 
by all interests concerned.

It may also be stated that no significance 
should bo attached, to the fact that the Octoder-lndex 
In the old series slightly higher than the estimated 
figure on old base for that month. The position may 
Just be reverse in some other month. What is Important 
is that the procedure to be followed should be 
scientific being based on correct technical principles 
and arrangements made fulfill this consideration.



Copy of the letter No.C A3/16/519 dated 8/10.6.I963 
from the Secretary, D.C.M.Union addressed to the 
Director. Labour Bureau, Simla-4.

We acknowledge wi^h thanks the receipt of 
your letter No.21/6/63 NCPI dated 24.5. 1963 and note 
the contents carefully.

ye are glad to note that your office has now 
adopted a new Scientific procedure of calculating 
consumer price index based on correct technical 
principles, we shall feel obliged, if you could let 
us have a copy of the previous base as well as the 
new base pointing out to us the derivations from the 
old one. If you could illustrate it by an example by 
giving actual calculations for the month of October, 
1962 as to how the index 108(based on i960-100) and 
173.36 (based on 1944-100) was arrived at so that 
we may also study the same and if need be, we may 
acquire of our employer to to revise the IX A. rules 
so that our D,Ae also be calculated on more Scientific 
principles.

You have mentioned in your letter under 
reference that the estimated consumer price Index for 
Delhi on Base 1944-IOO is derived by multiplying the 
actual index on base I96O-IOO by 1.58 which is the 
average index for the calendar year i960 on the base 
1944-100 divided by 100. further in para 2 of your 
letter No.lC/3/63 NCPI dated 2.3.1963, you have stated 
that no significance should be attached to the fact 
that the Cctober-j Index in the old series was slightly 
higher than the estimated figure on the old base for 
that month; the position may Just be reverse in 
some other month. To judge the actual position , we 
therefore, give below the montly figures from 
January, 1961 to December, 1961 on base i960* 100, the 
same multiplied by 1.58 and the actual index numbers on 
base 1944-100.

Month. Index No. on 
base i960-100

Estimated index 
No. multiplied 
by 1..58.

Actual index 
No. on base 
1944-100,

Jan. ‘ 61. 101 159.58 161.13
Feb. 61 101 159.58 162.92
March 61 102 161.16 163.52April 61 103 162.74 165.34
May. 61 102 161.16 163.52
June 61 104 164.32 167.19July 61 103 162.74 171.16Aug. 61 103 162.74 171.18Sept. 61 103 162.74 169.24OC £0. 61 104 164.32 168.06Nov.
Dec.

61
61

105
106

165.90
-.....>7.48 .

169.34 *
171.2510 <*ai x - -. *237 1954.46 ^503, 75’ ------

On comparing the above figures you will 
pleaoe find that to arrive at the estimated index Number 
on base 1944-100 if the index number on base i960-100 

multiplied by 1.58 then the figure is always less 
than the actual index number on base 1940-100. further 
the total of the index numbers for twelve months 
January, 61 to december, 61 of the tun n $’ 01 01 the two column "miaat-H



AMOUNT OF DEARNESS ALLOWANCE PAID IN DELHI TEXTILE INDUS THY 
BASED ON 1944 (Estimated and revised since October, 1962.)

Month.

FOR THE. YEAH 1962

Amount of index number Month of
D.A, paid. on which paid. index No,



January 74.93 170.85 Nov» 61

February 76.09 171.25 Dec *61

March 72.06 170.32 Jan ‘62

April 73.20 169.67 Feb »62

May 73.20 170.04 Mar *62

June 75.48 169.70 Apri ‘62

July 72.56 167.29 May <62

August 
September 
October

74.93
76.05
77.®8

171.38
175.04
177.40

June <62
July <62
Aug. ‘62

November 75.34 175 .92 Sept ‘62

December 76.11 173.36 
(Havlsed. 171.00 )

Oct’ 62.

Average of 1962

FOR THE YEAR I960 (Revised)

January 7<M3 171.00 Nov ‘62

February 74.86 169. 00 Dec ‘62

March 72.61 171.00 Jan ‘63

April 72.61 171.00 Feb ‘63

May 74.93 171.00 Mar ‘63

June 77.93 174.00 Apri ‘63

July 75.48 174.00 May ‘63

August 77.93 174.00 June ‘63
September 76.05 July ‘63
October 177.00 Aug ‘63
November 179.00 Sept ’63

cental 2



-2-

FORMULA APPLIED FOR COMPUTING D,A, IN DELHI TEXTILE INWW,

D.A. fixed at Rs. 44, 75 
at 120 points based on 1944

Additional points x Working days x 4,37 pies 
of Factory 
in a month

I92

For example if working days - 25 
and’ if there is rise of one 
point over 12 0, the D.A, 
would be:-

l x 25^. 4,37. : 0.56 N.P,

FIXED D.A, = 44,75

TOTAL AMOUNT - 45,31

Note:- D.A. up to December, 1962 has been paid on actual 
indices. D.A. in January, 1963 and onwards paid 
on estimated or revised indices.



Copy of the letter No.2]/6/63-NCPI, dated the 
24th May, 1963. from Shri. A. IL Bao, for Director, 
Govt, of India, Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
Labour Bureau, addressed to the Secretary, D.C.M. 
Clerks Assoc iat ion (Ifcgd) New Delhi.**♦*♦♦♦***

Subject:- Working Class consumer Price Index 
Numbers for Delhi Centre.

-t:o:

With reference to your letter No. CA3/16/496 
dated 9th May, 1963, I am to say that the estimated 
Consumer Prime Index for Delhi on Base 1944-100 is 
derived by multiplying the actual index on base 
1960-100 by 1.58 which is the average index for the 
calendar year i960 on base 1944-100, divided by 
100. For example, the index for April, 1963 on the new i 
base (i960) is 110 and the estimated index for 
April, 1963 on the old base (1944) will be derived 
therefrom as 110 x 1.58 • 173.80 - 1?4 on rounding 
to the nearest integer.

As for the differences in the figures compiled 
directly on base 1944-100 and the estimated figures 
derived from the index on base: i960-100, it has already 
XmW been stated vide para 2 of this office 
letter of even number dated 2.3.1963 that no signi
ficance should be attached to the same. The esti
mated at figures will follow the trend of the new 
series which has been constructed on scientific 
lines and on an Improved basis as compared to the 
earlier series which has been discontinued. Hence, 
there need be no doubt that the index figures will 
correctly reflect the general trend in consumer 
prices for industrial workers in Delhi.

jjt***^**^**^***



Copy of the letter No.C A3/16/519 dated 8/10.6*1963 
from the Secretary, D.C.M.Union addressed to the 
Director. Labour Bureau, Simla-4.

We acknowledge wi^h thanks the receipt of 
your letter No.21/6/63 NCPI dated 24.5.1963 and note 
the contents carefully.

we are glad to note that your office has now 
adopted a new Scientific procedure of calculating 
consumer price index based on correct technical 
principles, we shall feel obliged, if you could let 
us have a copy of the previous base as well as the 
new base pointing out to us the derivations from the 
old one. If you could illustrate it by an example by 
giving actual calculations for the month of October, 
1962 as to how the index 108(based on i960-100) and 
173.36 (based on I944.IOO) was arrived at so that 
we may also study the same end if need be, we may 
acquire of our employer to to revise the D,A, rules 
so that our D.A. also be calculated on more Scientific 
principles.

You have mentioned in your letter under 
reference that the estimated consumer price Index for 
Dslhi on Base 1944-100 is derived by multiplying the 
actual index! on base 196O-IOO by 1.58 which is the 
average index for the calendar year i960 on the base 
1944-100 divided by 100. further in para 2 of your 
letter No.lC/^63 NCPI dated 2.3.1963, you have stated 
that no significance should be attached to the fact 
that the October-,Index in the old series was slightly 
higher than the estimated figure on the old base for 
that month; the position may Just be reverse in 
some other month. To judge the actual position , we 
therefore, give below the montly figures from 
January, 1961 to Dscember, 1961 on base i960-100, the 
same multiplied by 1.58 and the actual index numbers on 
base 1944-100.

you will

Month. index No. on 
base I96O-IOO

Estimated index! 
No. multiplied 
byl.58.

Actual index 
No. on base 
1944-100,

Jan. ‘ 61. 101 159.58 161.13Feb. 61 101 159.58 162.92March 61 102 161.16 163.52April 61 103 162.74 16 5.34May. 61 102 161.16 163.52June 61 104 164.32 167.19July 61 103 162.74 171.16Aug. 61 103 162.74 171.18Sept. 61 103 162.74 169.24Octo. 61 104 164.32 168.06Nov. 61 105 165.90 169.34 *Dec. 61 ___106 167.48 , 171.25lotaix- ■ -W —. £003. 75
Ch comparing the above figures you will 

please find that to arrive at the estimated index Number 
on base 1944-100 if the index number on base 196O-IOO 
1k> ®ul 1 pl led by 1.58 then the figure is always less 

the actual index number on base 1940-100. further 
the total of the index numbers for twelve months from 
January, 61 to december, 61 of the tL I ,

’ 110 two column "estimated



index No. multiplied by 1.58 M and the actual index 
No. on base 1944-100" shows that the former is 
shorter by ^.20 which divided by 12 comes to 4.2. per 
month. This means, in case you would have started this 
new estimated system from January. 1961, we would 
have been roughly getting the monthly index number 
less by 4.2. *

From the above fact it is quite clear that 
the Scientific and improved basis'favours the 
Industrialists and not the workmen. Ife will, therefore, 
anxiously await your comments in this respect.

in the mean time, we would like to point 
out that it is not justified to arrive at the index 
for the base 1944-100 by multiplying the index 
figure based on i960-100 by 1.58 ( average of i960 
indexes based on 1944-100 ). feel that it will 
be more appropriate if we take index figures of both 
the above basis for the period January, ’61 to 
December, »61 which have been actually calculated by
you, as under:-

1944-100 1960-100
Jan. ‘61 ■ fei;i3 " 101
Feb. 61 162.92 101
March 61 163.52 102
April 61 165.34 103
May 61 163.52 102
June 61 167.19 104
July 61 171.16 103
Aug. 61 171.18 103Sept. 61 169.24 103
Oct. 61 168.06 104
Nov. 61 169.24 105
Dec. 61 171.25 106

Total:.. ... 2003.75 1237Average per month I66.98 103
From the above you will find ihat if the 

Average Index based on i960-100 is 103 per month. 
It is I66.98 per month, if it is based on 1944-100. 
If it is 100 based on I96O-IOO it will be 162 based 
on 1944-100, as may be observed from the following 
calculationx-

if it is 103 (I96O-IOO) on the basis of 1944-100-

11 11 it
I68.98 »• oft

100 II It

1
n n

we divide it by
-162

If we divide it by 100, it will come to 1.62. 
You should, therefore, multiply the in^ex arrived at 
on the basis of i960-100 by 1.62 to calculate the 
index on the basis of 1944-100.

wa hope you will find the above in order and 
let us have the revised figures duly calculated on the 
above basis from November, 1962 till date so that 
we may get justice at your hands and correct D.A. is 
given to the thousands of employees of Ihlhi. it is 
needless to mention that this forffiiaa 
force Immediate effect wm come lnto



Copy of the Letter No.24/5/63/LWI-II from Shri. K.D.
Ha Jc La, Unucr Secretary to the Govt, of India, Ministry 
of Labour Employment addressed to the Secretary, 
D.C.N. Clerks1 Association,(Regd), Delhi. 10938- 
Doriwalan, Mandir Road, Karol Bagh, Nevi Delhi., the 
letter dated the 24th July, 1963.

**************

Subject:- Working Class Consumer Price 
Index Nos. for Delhi Centre.

I am direc tea to refer to the correspondence 
resting with your letter No.CA3/16/519 dated tne 10th 
June, 1963 on the subject mentioned above, whicn you 
have been having with the Labour Bureau, Simla and to 
say that from this it appears that you would like to 
continue to have Consumer Price Index Nos. on base 
1944-100, that you do not agree that the linking 
factor l.bd for purpose of conversion of indices based 
on 1950-100 into 1944-100 is correct and that generally 
the system followed by the Labour Bureau does not 
favour vor’rers. The matter has been carefully ^one 
into in consultation with the Labour Bureau, Simla 
and it may be stated that the entire matter of construct 
ion of C.P.I. Nos. for Industrial workers on an All - 
Ifidia Basis with base 1960-100 has been gone into 
thoroughly in consultation with Technical Advisory 
Committee and the proposals have had the approval of 
this Body. As the association may be aware, the 
Standing Labour Committee is a tripartlate body in 
wnich the workers are also represented. As such the 
system followed by the Labour Bureau for the construct
ion of Ino.ex Nos. is not only scientific but impartial. 
As regards the linking factor foi1 conversion of Index 
• ■on. from one ease to the otner, it may be again 
stated that this was also approved by the technical 
experts of the Government of India. As for the question 
of continuing for Delhi Centre the publication of 
Index Nos. on base 1944-100, it may be stated that old 
series cannot be continued any longer, once the new 
series have been constructed and these are being 
maintained. This position Is in complete accord with 
tne international practice and as stated earlier, has 
tne approval 01 tne standing Labour Committee.

Regarding tne deviations between the 
estimatea and tne actual figures of Index Nos, it may 
be stated that these arise owing to structural 
difference, viz. differences in coverage of items, 
difference in pattern of consumption and expenditure 
etc. As for the figures furnished by you in support of 
the contention that the actual figures for 1944-100 
are higher than the estimated ones, the Association 
have given figures only covering up to December, 1961. 
Il this is extended till October, 1962, it may be seen 
from the. figures given below that the estimated 
figures for April and May, 1962 are higher than the 
actual numbers for the same base:



Jan.1962
Feb.l 9i ' 
iiar. 1962 
Apr.1962
I i a y »19 6 2 
June 1962 
Jul.y.l 962 
Au;/. 1962 
3nt,1962 
Oct. 1' o''

Index Mo. Estimated Actual
on base index on base inde x
1960-100 1944-100. base

194 4-100

106 167.48 17 0. 72
107 169.06 169.67
1 06 167.48 170.04
108 170.64 169.70
107 16 9. 06 157.29
107 169.06 171.56
109 172.22 17 b. 04
110 175.80 177.40
109 172.22 175.92
108 17 0.64 173.36

on an ar 
lor 1961 
The link 
done at 
CaLr; nd an 
includin 
Advi son .7

I am also to add that the linking 
1.62 su^^ested by you in your letter to the 

, Labour Bureau, under reference, is based 
jitrory comparison of the annual averages 
in trie- two serie g-old and new- for Delhi.

La.' of tun ola series with the new will be 
2/ base ytrtr of the latter, vi~., the 
year, I960, uniformly for all centres, 

- Delhi, as decided by the Technical 
Committee,



7 Sept 1963

Prof. D.T.Lakdawala, 
Director, 
Department of Economics, 
University of Bombay, 
BOMBAY

Dear Sir,
The notification appointing your Committee was 

issued by the Government of Maharashtra on 22 August* 
Thereafter, your Committee must have given consideration 
to the question as to how to proceed in the matter of 
re-valuation of the old index and its link up with the 
new. On behalf of the AITUC, we are prepared to give you 
all the cooperation that you may ask from us in this 
matter.

To us, the most urgent question is the revaluation of 
the old index on which the present D.A. demands are based. 
The old index is vitiated by several factors of which 
you may be aware and which have been, from time to time, 
put before the Government and the employers by almost all 
central trade union organisations. May I suggest that you 
should undertake to carry out a quick check up of the 
prices that are actually paid by the working class in the 
City of Bombay and the prices that are exhibited as 
"controlled prices” by the various shopkeepers. Most 
probably, the Labour Office collection of prices Is 
dependent only on the controlled lists and do not 
reflect the actual payments made by the purchaser.
In order to carry out some verification on this question, • 
it would be better if you request the Gokhale Institute 
to lend you a band of their trained investigators who i \ 
con carry out a quick survey on this question. The Rashtriya 
Mill Mazdoor Sangh of which Shri Ambekar is the General 
Secretary as also the Mumbai Girani Kemgar Union of which 
Shri S.G.Patkar is the General Secretary and other 
organisations including the RMS and the Kind Mazdoor Pancho/at 
can also lend their hand In this question of verification 
and revaluation.

As already two weeks have passed since the announcement 
of the Committee and since the Committee is expected to \ 
report within two months on this question, I hope 
you will take all the necessary steps as quickly as 
possible because the fate of over a million workers depends 
in your Investigation and report. And as you can appreciate, > 
the matter of payment of correct D.A. cannot be delayed 
'ny longer.

Yours faithfully

(S.A.Dange)
General Secretary

address your letters intended for the AITUC 
/self to our Delhi address.



My dear /tabokar,
•

As you know, the Government of Maharashtra 
appointed the Lakdnwala Committee for the readjustment 
of the old index and the question of its link-up 
with the now. As you know* the main task just 
now is to get the old index revised. On this 
question, you yourself have very clear ideas 
which you had expressed in the tripartite meeting 
on 18 August when vo mot the Government of 
Maharashtra. The Conwilttoo was appointed on 
22nd and already two woeks have passed.
My?: request to you is that you should do something 
to activist the committee* especially on the 
question of the revaluation of the old index 
to which our present BA is linked.

1 hope you will do the noedful in the matter.
With regards,

Yours sincerely, 
t 

(S.A.Dange)

Shri G.D.Ambeknr,
Gone ral Soc re tn r y ,
Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh,
Bombay



regarding unreliability- of cost of living indices for 
DELHI( consumer price Index) PUBLISHED BZ THE GOVT,

•••••••

Extrema unreliability of the cost of living - \
Indices (now called Consumer price Indices) has been z i ■
a subject-matter of bne of th? main grievances of' the 
workers in Delhi, which has led to the frequent 
agitations and major disputes in the various industries. 
Till the year 1948 Delhi had no cost of giving indices 
for the workers. It was in that year for the first 
tinia that the Govt started publishing the working Class 
cost of living Indices for Delhi. The base year adopted 
for this series was 1944, during which year a family 
budget survey of Delhi workers was carried out by the 
Labour Bureau. The results of this survey were later 
embodied in what is known as ’Deshpande Committee Report’ 

on the family expenditure of Delhi workers.
The workers ’ organisations have all along 

maintained that the consumption pattern of &£ a working 
class family as disclosed by the above report was 
substantially below the actual level. In fact the author 
of that report has himself admitted the possibility of 
having taken into account a standard pulled down due to 
war end scarcity conditions. The serious shortcomings 
of th) series of C.L. I. cons true ted on such a faulty 
basis have been too manifest. It left out a large number 
of items of expenditure, which, even in the year of 
compilation (1944), formed an essential part of the 
family expenditure of a common worker, not to speak of 
expenditure items which got added to his budget as 

compulsory items of expenditure from year to year after 

1944. Such,for example, were the deductions on account 

of P.F. & E.S.I.C. contributions . As In the case of '



indices published for other major centres, there 
was considerable ’under-weighting * of essential 

items of expenditure such as those appearing under 
the heading ’House rent»,’miscellaneous expenditure’ 
and also in respect of a number of individual items 
constituting major groups of expenditure particularly 
’Food’, with the allround ever rising price level 

and extremely defective mdthod of collecting price 
data from month to month, the gap between the actual 
expenditure and that represented by the index published 
by the Govt steadily developed and mounted out of 
all proportion to the price increase represented by 

the said index.
Consequently workers in majpr industries, 

in particular ^hose in which payment of Dearness 
Allowance was linked to the working Class Cost of 

living Index- e.g. Cotton Textiles, Heavy Chemicals, 
etc.- found to their amazement, the Indices and the 
amount of D.A. linked to them lagging far behind 
their mounting family expenditure. This led to the 
persistent demand for a fresh enquiry into family 
budgets or consumption pattern of tm workers In 
Delhi.

The announcement made by the Govt, that £ 
a fresh family budget survey was going to take place, 
was a heartening one under such circumstances.



\ I I / I CoNE Phone: 55938

KAPRA MAZDOOR EKTA UNION (Regd.)
(Affiliated to A. I. T. U. C.)

Gousbala Gate, Kislianganj Mill Area, DELHI, 
ne, fcsrnnn, fa?r qfenT, i 

, I - £>• Dty-^ c
Ref (1) The Secretary, —" Dated.ZA*.. IQ*-----19&^

7 Govt, of India, Ministry of Labour & Employment,
W Delhi.

(2) ^oSTatlsticBl officer. Bureau of ifconomics and 
StatlMUs, Dalh Administration, Delhi,

(3) The Director, 
Labour Bureau (Govt, of India), 
Simla -4.

Subjocti- forking Glass Consular price index 
^b©rs»publ Scat ion of nsw eorlee.••••••

Dear Sir,
w have to refer you to ths correspondence 

that has been taking pl#^« butvean you end the 
D.C.M. Olcr^* Association, Dalai, on the enow 
subject. •

you uro perhaps veil &wro tlu.t the D.A* 
payable to ow 24,000 workers employed in the Cotton 
Textile Industry of the Union territory of Delhi, 
ir linked to the lyM aeries of Cost of Living Indices. 
Ih© ©f publication of this particular our loo

( i

an»5 publication instead of eat lasted fig urea of 
Index based on 1^60*100, has resulted in conoidoreble 
f.inarc (M loou to th? worA^ra, as it hau been found 
tiuit the *©stlBatt>d* figures are cjl^ost constantly 
below th* actual figures with baso 1^1* 1QO<

Ths Clorh/ C^&nlsstioto aamed abovu fees triad 

hard to perauuds ths Covt. to resussj publication of 

the old series of Index Misers for Delhi, based on 
1944»lO0t nut Covt* ha® failed t©
RpprtcUU th© financial hardship c&uo«d to tUa 

vorkors o e result of their unjustified and arbitrary 
attitude its ths matte*.

/y SOBtd>.p <2.
/ ‘- h f-c
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The matter has now been referred to tills 

Union by the D.C.M. Clerks* Association. As an Industrial 

Union ^representing an overwhelming raa^ority of Cotton 

Textile workers in Delhi, we hereby approach you with the 

urgent request that you will kindly furnish us the 

following information and data with regard to the 

composition or structure of the new Serios of Index numbers 

with 19*60 as the base year, with a view to enable us to 

asses, both the short-range as well as long range effects 

of the change on the living standard of the workmen.

ive may at once state that the reasoning so far advanced by 

the Government in favour of acceptance of i960 series as 

a more reliable index of measuring the fluctuations in 

the cost uf living of a working class family in Delhi, 

and more representative of its consumption pattern, as 

compared to the Series^ is belled by facts and figures 

wwi available to us. We could, therefore, be hardly 

expected to accept silently such arithmetical manipulations 

which result in depriving thousands of workers of their 

rightful quantum of D.A. and are ins tumen tai in depressing 

their current living standards which are already subnormal.

Information required;

(1) Details of average monthly family expenditure 

or consumption of a worker accepted by the Government 

as the basis for constructing the new Index- grouped 

separately under (a) Food (b) Fuel and lighting (c) House 

rent (d) Clothing, bedding & foot-wear (e) Miscellaneous, 

gvery single item constituting each of the groups should 

bo shown.

(2) Average Prices of Cominoditles or Services 

entering into the abovo family budget during the year 

I960;

(3) weights determined on the basis of abovo 

estimate of family expenditurej
♦•••••.....p •



Continuation Sheet

(4) The composition of' a working Class family 
number of earners, dependents,etc;

(5) Average income per family;
(6J Extent of indebtedness per family.

Ue again wish to make it clear that the 
Union refuses to accept the “estimated" figures of 

Index numbers with 1944-100 as a reliable means of 
measuring the flutuations in the prices of commodities 
and services consumed by an average Textile worker. 
Ponding the receipt of tbs information asked for by us 
above and pending assessment and evaluation of the same 
by us, wo would impress upon you to resume publishing 
the actual figure of Index numbers with 1944-100. 
we understand that similar demand of Textile workers of 
Bombay has been acceded to by the Government.

Yours faithfully,

(B.D. Joshi) 
General Secretary

Co^y forwarded for 
information to:-

1. The Labour Commissioner, Delhi Administration, Delhi.
2. The General Secretary, A. I. T.U.C.
3. The Secretary, Delhi State Committee of A.I. T.U.C.

General Secretary



ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION C U N G R Ev 3 S 

5-E Jhandewalan, Rani Jhansi Road,. New Delhi 1

29 October 1963
MOQT URGENT \

To All STUCs

Sub: All-India Conference on D.A., Revision of 
Index and Bonus (Bombay, 6-8 Dec* 1963)

Dear Comrades,

As you will find from the enclosed circular to unions, 
we are convening an All-India Conference in Bombay to discuss 
the pressing demands relating to revision of the cost of living 
index, D.A., and minimum guaranteed bonus.

You are requested to take necessary organisational 
steps to mobilise the workers and unions around the demands 
and to send delegates to the Conference in Bombay. The STUCs 
may issue circulars immediately to the affiliated unions in 
the State, collect reports and send them to the AITUC office 
for the campaign preparatory to the Conference.

On our mobilisation for this conference would naturally 
depend the success of further all-India agitation and action. 
STUCs wherever possible may convene their Executive Committees 
to take necessary steps for the success of the proposed 
conference. It is true that there is not adequate time for 
large-scale preparatory work but, as you will realise, the issues 
are such that we cannot afford to delay the proposed conference 
to formulate all-India slogans and plan all-India action.

Publicity in the local press about the preparations 
for the conference may also be arranged by the STUCs.

Please send us reports on the action you are taking 
on this circular.

Depending on the situation in your State, attempts should 
be made to get the participation of unions and individuals 
belonging to other political views or affiliation. If necessary, 
the Reception Committee in Bombay may be asked to send formal 
invitations to such unions or individuals to participate in 
the conference.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

c 
(Satish iTowba) 

Secretary

Encl:



29 Oct 1963

Dear Com.Patkar,
I am sending herewith the copy of the circular 

issued to unions on the Conference in Bombay on 
December 6-8, 1963* Com.Dange must have talked 
to you about the arrangements to be made, etc*

Ccm.Dange left thio morning for Moscow. He 
wants that the Reception Committee of the Conference 
at Bombay should send invitations directly to 
the three central trade union organisations 
- IN'fUC, UIS and UTUC and also to the independent 
trado federations. Prominent individuals and 
economists like Prof.D.R.Gadgil, Shri N.V.Gadgil, 
Dr. V.K.R.V.Rao, Dr.Ganguly and others should 
also be invited.

If the Reception Committee has finalised 
arrangements, you may inform us so that the unions 
may bo informed about the same.

Awaiting your reply, 
With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

(Satish Loom ba)

Ends



I.L.C.Standing Committee meeting

PRINCIPLE OF LINKING D.A. WITH CONSUMER PRICE INDEX ACCEPTED 

- FAIR PRICE SHOPS AND STORES TO BE OPENED FOR 
EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION AT REASONABLE PRICES

by K.G.Sriwastava

The Standing Committee of the 21st Session of the 

Indian Labour Conference met in New Delhi on 5 August 1963 

to discuss the general labour situation since the last ILC 

meeting. The Committee discussed in detail the phenomena 

of rise in prices of essential articles in the recent period, 

which is one of the main causes of Industrial unrest. 

Certain decisions were taken, which if implemented promptly 

and effectively, will go to remove to some extent the 

anxieties of the working class.

S.R.Vasavada, General Secretary, INTUC, had issued a 

statement on 1 August 1963 for linking D.A. with consumer price 

Indices in all private and public sector Industries. The 

AITUC and the U1UC immediately supported this demand and 

also demanded that the rise in D.A. should fully neutralise 

the rise in cost of living. It was also urged that the index 

figures should be revised to truly reflect the actual rise 

and fall in costs of living.

G.L .Nanda, the Union Labour Minister, agreed with this 

demand and stated that we should progress towards linking D.A. 

with consumer price indices in the industries which are not 

covered and carry forward the decisions of Wage Boards 

already announced in certain! industries.

At the Standing Committee meeting, the TU representatives 

pointed out that the price statistics collected by Government 

inspectors to calculate the consumer price indices are faulty. 

They demanded that data on prices which should be collected 

should not be the "controlled" prices as fixed by Government 

but the actual prices paid by the consumers in the open market. 

It was agreed that the TU representatives will be taken Into



confidence and consulted in computing the consumer price 

index. Wherever there is complaint about the correctness 

of the price statistics, the official concerned and the 

TU representatives can have a physical re-verification on 

the spot. In Bombay, the Maharashtra Labour Minister, 

M.G.Mane and S.A.Dange will go on surprice checking of 

prices.

In order to provide the working class with articles 

of daily use, specially food articles at reasonable prices, 

it was agreed that in all concerns where more than 300 workers 

are engaged, stores will be opened by the employers within 

flour weeks. Consumer cooperative stores of workers will also 

be encouraged and the civilian labour officers and others 

will help the trade unions to get these societies registered 

under the Cooperative Act, without any delay. The Labour 

Officers will consider tills as one of their main work during 

this period. Payment of Wages Act will be amended wherever 

necessary to enable the employer to deduct the cost of 

supplies from wages, on being so authorised by the worker. 

Employers will provide accommodation for these stores 

and also money for initial Investment. Government will 

provide food and other articles at subsidised rates.

Steps will also be taken to open fair price shops 

and such stores in industrial localities. In townships like 

Tatanagar, Modinagar, Birlagram, Dalmianagar, etc., where em

ployers control not only industries but even civic life, 

it was agreed that immediately some shops and stores 

should be opened.

For workers engaged on construction work which is to 

continue for six months or more, such stores will be provided.

G.L.Nanda warned the employers that if the trading commu

nity does not cooperate in this and resort to hoarding, 

profiteering or blackmarketting, appropriate action under 

the Defence of India Rules will be taken agAlnst them.
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The Union Labour Minister will write letters to the 

Chief Ministers and the Labour Ministers of the States to 

give this programme a priority and explain this to the 

trade unions and employers’ representatives in similar 

meetings at State level. Such tripartite Standing Committees 

should be formed in each State, without any delay. These 

should be presided over by the Labour Ministers.

It was reiterated that the Compulsory Deposit Scheme 

does not flov; from the Industrial Truce Resolution. However, 

this Committee may discuss proposals for its modifications, 

if brought forward by the participants.

The threat of general strike in Bombay was discussed. 

It was agreed that the Maharashtra Labour Minister will call 

a tripartite meeting at the State level to discuss issues 

there. The Action Committee of the AITUC unions in Bombay 

had precisely demanded this in its letter to the Chief 

Minister of Maharashtra State.

As regards the bonus issue of textile workers of Bombay, 

the Maharashtra Labour Minister informed that the representa

tive union under the BIR Act is studying the latest balance- 

sheets of the employers and will ptlt up its darand shortly. 

He also stated that the AITUC will be informed of the 

position officially.

The proposals to set up Central and State Arbitration 

Councils was postponed for consideration at the next meeting 

of the Standing Committee at the request of the employers, 

who wanted time to examine it in more detail.

The representatives of the trade unions were willing to 

wait and watch implementation of these decisions.

S.A.Dange, K.G.Sriwastava and S.G.Patkar attended the 

Standing Committee meeting on behalf of the AITUC.



Phone ; 6 3 6 7 4

1i1 n L a i ($ i f a n i cJv a m g a /* LI n i o n
President: S. A. Dange Dalvi Building, Pare!,

Gen. Secretary: S. G. Patkar, m. L. A. ' [ BOMBAY 12

Ref. No. Date November 1, 196 3,

The Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress, 
5, Jhendewal lan, Rani Jhansi Road, 
?I E W DELHI.

Dear Comrade,

We learn from Press Reports that the AITUC 

proposes to hold an all-India T.U. Conference in Bombay 

on the D.a. and Bonns issues from December 6th to 9th 
1963.

Whe.j the proposal was discussed herewith Com. 
Dange it was decided to hold the Conference from November 
29 th to December 1st 1963 and the Action Committee of 

M.R.T.U.C. gto make the necessary arrangements.

The dates as reported now would put us in a 
little difficult position since these happen to coincide 
with the dates of the Membership campaign of the G.K.U.

Please therefore let us know whether the dates 
as reported are final or they are still under 
consideration. In the latter case we would, suggest that 

the dates considered earlier viz. November 29th to 
December 1st would be more suitable to us, and should be 
ahered to.

P.T.O.
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November A, 1963.
• ; . ' । ■ ■ ! . nl. ~

The Secretary, ;- ’ ■ •' '• ;j 7 1 * y ;'
All India Trade Union Congress, • ' J • ' f -
5, J hendewallan, Rani Jhansl Road, *' '..?n£.
NEW D E- L HCI» ‘ '! ' ' ^^5 /

;' '' ’ " ' . /
Dear Comrade, •' , ■ : ”' < ■

We are in receipt of your circular concerning the all India 
Conference to be held in Bombay to consider the issues of D.A. and Bonus 
and thank you for the same.

The Action Committee of the Trade Unions here met yesterday to 
consider the proposal.

The Action Committee decided to accept the dates as decided 
by the AITUC though these dates were extremely Inconvenient to several
of its constituents. The Action Committee however decided not to press
for a change in the dates since this would create an inconvenient

2) The Action Committee wishes to point out that the time table as 
fixed by the AITUC does not leave it any room to make any big collections 
to meet the expenses of the conference, by enrolling a large number of
’Reception Committee Members’ etc. It would however try to do whatever 
it can in the matter.

3) Under these conditions the Action Committee would expect the
AITUC to bear half the share of the expenses incurred for holding the 
Conference.
4) The Action Committee has decided to set up a big pandal at
Purandare Stadium, Naigaum to hold the Conference. The Conference will ( 
conclude with a big Mass Rally at Shivaji Park, at which the decisions 
of the Conferencewf.il be explained to the workers. Efforts are being 
made to acquire the Stadium and the Park on the dates stated above and 
we would let you know when this is done.

! > -
b P.T.O.

Conferencewf.il
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5) The Action Committee has decided to convene a meeting of
repTesent'atives of affiliated and other Unions on 12th inst. and a 
meeting of trade union activists of all Unions on 17th inst. to - ' 

■ eft. • ; r,- < i
mobilise the trade unions for this Conference.

• • i*; , \ 'r ■ ! • w > -

6) We would expect you to prepare the documents etc. to fch
be put before the Conference. If you need any details concerning 
this Centre for your Report, we would arrange to supply them. '

We would keep you informed of the progress in the
preparatory work.

With Greetings, ■ 0 i tu* ••if-'
Yours fraternally^

S E*C R-E TA RY.
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